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Introduction

Next generation aerospace vehicles will require new technologies to meet the performance goals de-

manded in today's highly-competitive and resource-limited environment. These performance goals are

being driven by both government payloads and missions and the rapidly expanding commercial satellite

market. Potential performance improving technologies vary widely in development maturity. However,

the risks and payoffs associated with bringing them to commercial fruition are equally wide ranging.

One technology with tremendous potential, that has graduated far beyond the laboratory and is poised

for commercial exploitation, is propellant densification. In this context, propellant densification refers to

cryogenic propellants such as hydrogen or oxygen that have been cooled below their normal boiling point

temperature but still remain in their liquid state. The primary advantages of densified propellants over

their normal boiling point counterparts relates to the increase in propellant density and the greater sensi-

ble cooling capacity. Figures 1 and 2 show the increase in density and cooling capacity for hydrogen and

oxygen respectively, as a function of liquid temperature.

Benefits of Densified Propellants

There are many benefits to using densified propellants on launch and space vehicles. The increase in
propellant density translates into smaller propellant tanks, which result in lower take-off weight and lar-

ger vehicle payload capacities. The increased subcooling of densified propellants allows lower system

operating pressures in propellant tanks, which extends tank life in reusable systems thus lowering recur-

ring costs and reducing life-cycle costs. Lower system operating pressures for expendable launch vehi-

cles results in lower pressurant gas requirements. The increased density also lowers turbomachinery

rotational speeds, which increases reliability and safety and reduces life-cycle costs for reusable systems.

The increased cooling capability provides a vital heat sink for leading edges and shock wave regions sub-

jected to aerodynamic heating as well as for rocket or rocket based combined cycle (RBCC) engine com-
bustion chambers and nozzles.

There have been many studies showing the benefits of using densified propellants on aerospace vehi-

cles. Several of these studies have quantified the potential benefit of using densified propellants in terms

of increased payload to orbit for several types of vehicles. McNelis shows a 4.9 percent increase in pay-

load to Low Earth Orbit using 25 °R hydrogen and 140 °R oxygen on a cryogenic upper stage similar to

the Atlas/Centaur or Delta HI class vehicle (ref. 1). Friedlander reports that an orbital transfer vehicle can

increase its payload capability from LEO to GEO by 7 percent using triple point hydrogen (ref. 2). Fazah

examined the use of densified propellants on the Space Transportation System (STS) and found the pay-

load to LEO could be increased by 17.5 percent by using densified oxygen at 132 °R and hydrogen at

28.5 °R (ref. 3). It was also reported that the National Aerospace Plane single-stage-to-orbit vehicle
gross-take-off-weight would be reduced by as much as 26 percent using slush hydrogen as the fuel

(ref. 4). Slush hydrogen is a mixture of liquid and solid hydrogen. The thermodynamics of slush hydro-

gen are not addressed in this study.
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Thermodynamic Study

Even though densified cryogenic propellant technology for launch vehicles has been shown many
times to be a significant benefit to the launch industry, the concept has not been embraced. The main rea-

son for this is the industry's resistance to change. Rocket vehicle and rocket engine designers have been
working with normal boiling propellants since rockets were first invented.

A quote from Huzel and Huang summarizes the importance of choosing the propellants before the

design: "'The selection of the propellants is one of the most important steps in the design of an engine"

(ref. 5). Once a designer fixes the propellant temperature then all of the hardware is designed around it.
This resistance to change is anchored by the perceived risk of implementing new or different tech-

nologies. Insufficient knowledge or the insufficient dissemination of knowledge is the primary driver

behind perceived risk. One perceived risk of implementing densified propellant technology in staged

rockets is that of over expansion of the liquid. Upper stages, especially, have been perceived risky, since

environmental heating during the boost-phase may cause liquid over expansion. Liquid over expansion
would cause the ullage volume to decrease below the minimum allowable volume for tank pressure con-
trol.

The thermodynamic study presented here directly addresses this concern by investigating the effects

of the boost-phase environment on the thermal conditions of initially densified hydrogen/oxygen (H2/O2)

propellants as a function of the boost-phase flight environment. Both the fh'st and second stages of the

rocket are investigated. Since the solution to this problem cannot be obtained easily or inexpensively

through ground testing, an analytical study was conducted. The analysis utilized two thermodynamic

models that bounded the expected thermodynamic conditions. These models are used to predict minimum

and maximum pressurant gas requirements as well as transient liquid temperatures and levels during the
boost-phase of flight.

These bounding thermodynamic models were chosen because they are relatively simple and inexpen-
sive to build and execute. They provide general understanding and insight to the problem that a computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD) model cannot. In some instances, the models developed in this study can

predict actual flight conditions. The intention of this study is to use these simple models to obtain signifi-

cant results, which will help guide the direction of the more detailed and expensive analyses that will
eventually be conducted during the implementation of densified propellants.

Launch Vehicle Data

Keller reports that the most significant conclusion of his research on densified and slush propellants

was that "...potential benefits of subcooled hydrogen fuels are highly mission-dependent. Each applica-
tion must therefore be evaluated individually to determine the extent of these benefits" (ref. 6). Based on

this conclusion, it was deemed very important to be able to investigate the effects of the boost-phase

flight environment on thermal conditions of densified propellants using environmental heating flight data
from an existing launch vehicle. The launch vehicle investigated in this study was the Atlas HAS.

The Atlas HAS launch vehicle consists of the Atlas first stage and the Centaur upper stage. The Atlas

stage uses oxygen and RP-1 propellants to feed the Rocketdyne MA-5A stage-and-one-half propulsion
system. This propulsion system has a two-chamber booster engine and a sustainer engine. The MA-5A

engine produces 490,000 lbf of thrust at sea level. The Atlas HAS also uses four strap-on Castor IVA
solid rocket boosters. The Atlas LOX tank is not insulated.

The Centaur upper stage also uses pressure-stabilized tanks to hold the liquid oxygen and liquid hy-
drogen propellants. The Centaur hydrogen tank is foam insulated while the oxygen tank, for the most

part, is not insulated. The Centaur is powered by two RL-10A-4-1 cryogenic H2/O2 rocket engines built
by Pratt & Whitney. The engines are turbopump fed and provide a total thrust of 44,600 lbf.
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Literature Search

A literature search was conducted as a part of this investigation. The literature search focused on

finding works that related the following topics: pressurization and expulsion of cryogenic liquids, densi-

fied or slush propellants, aerodynamic heating, and launch or space vehicles. The literature search
yielded many works on each of these topics but only a few relating to all or some of the topics. None of

the literature reviewed directly addressed the question of what happens to densified propellant thermal

conditions during the boost-phase of a vehicle such as the Atlas HAS. Related reports of interest are
summarized below.

Kramer wrote the earliest report that discussed aerodynamic heating of liquid propellants (ref. 7).

The report detailed a numerical technique for modeling the aerodynamic heating of a cryogenic propel-

lant tank. The one-dimensional model demonstrated the importance of including the internal or liquid

heat transfer coefficient. The model assumed that the heat capacity of the insulation and tank wall could

be neglected.

The most interesting work relating to the current investigation was reported by Torre (ref. 8). A

space-based orbital transfer vehicle was designed to utilize densified propellants in a cryogenic propel-
lant tankage system constructed with very thin tank walls. The lower operating pressures that resulted

from the low vapor-pressure propellants allowed for constructing very thin tank walls that, in turn, low-

ered the overall vehicle mass. The orbit transfer vehicle was designed to conduct 5 burns in a 72-hr mis-
sion.

Torre investigated several pressurization schemes using a code called HYPRS that included

ullage/propellant and ullage/wall heat transfer. Torre concluded that for this vehicle a pressurant gas
system that utilized all autogenous pressurant gas for both LOX and LH_, would be required to maximize

weight savings. It was also noted in the report that a preliminary analysis indicated that the vapor pres-

sure level of the propellants would change very little during the boost-phase of flight, although no values

were reported.

Most of the reports that examined the thermodynamics of densified or slush propellants in launch

vehicles were found to be related to that of hypersonic air breathing launch vehicles (refs. 9 to 15). In

each of these works a different model was developed or used to study and predict tank thermodynamics.

Because of all the different assumptions and techniques used to develop these models, only a top-level

review will be given in this report.

Hardy used FLOW-3D, a commercially available, multidimensional, finite-difference fluid flow
model to examine the effects of several factors on the temperature profiles in the ullage during ramp

pressurization of a liquid hydrogen tank (ref. 9). The research was conducted to demonstrate the capabil-

ity of the code for use in modeling the propellant thermodynamics of the National Aero-Space Plane. The

recommendations made for future modifications to the FLOW-3D code included: liquid/vapor interfacial

heat and mass transfer, multi-component ullage, expulsions, and slush hydrogen dynamics, including

melting/solidification capability.

Sasmal later improved the FLOW-3D code by incorporating the capability of calculating the heat
flux rates from the ullage to the tank wall and to the liquid/slush rather than requiring a priori specifica-

tion of the boundary heat flux rates (ref. 10). The tank wall was modeled using a lumped heat storage

model and the heat fluxes were calculated from standard correlations. The model was used to study the

effect of ullage boundary heat flux rates on the pressurization process. Increasing the internal heat flux

rates to the wall increased the pressurant mass requirements.

Teare reports on the three-year development of the code TANKQ. TANKQ is a rapid, transient

method for conducting a hypersonic vehicle cryogenic tank thermal analysis and is composed of internal

and external models (ref. 11). The analysis was developed in order to conduct trade studies for the Na-

tional Aerospace Plane Program in a timely manner. This was a parallel effort with the FLOW-3D code
development effort, which was to be used to benchmark the TANKQ code. The external code modeled

the heat transfer into and out of the tank structure and insulation at various phases of the flight profile.
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Theinternalcodemodeledtheullageandliquidas one node each and used the assumption of thermal
equilibrium. The internal code used was called HEATRAN, which was a McDonnell Douglas in-house

transient finite difference thermal analyzer. Empirical bulk heating factors were used to ratio the portion
of total heat leak that goes into bulk liquid heating. Results of trade studies using TANKQ are also re-

ported. Most notably was the recommendation for a zero net-positive suction head pressure pump since

the vapor pressure reached the maximum operating tank pressure by the time the vehicle reached orbit.

Stephens and Hanna developed 1 and 2-D transient thermal models using the code SINDA85/

FLUINT to model the Generic Research Cryogenic Tank (GRCT) design (refs. 12 and 13). SINDA/

FLUINT, which is now commercially available, is a finite difference thermal analyzer that includes fluid

flow and heat transfer. The GRCT was to be used to study the thermal response of a generic liquid hy-
drogen propellant tank when subjected to simulated hypersonic vehicle heating conditions. The 1-D

thermal modeling was used to determine insulation thickness and purge requirements. The 2-D thermal

model was used to examine wall temperature gradients, boil-off, and characterization of thermal behavior

of the ullage. Out of the 413 nodes, 12 horizontal nodes modeled the ullage and liquid, whereas the re-

mainder modeled the cross-section of the tank wall and insulation. The models did not include liquid
expulsion, two-component ullage, or slush hydrogen thermodynamics.

Goodman presents a review of pressurization and uses three existing model formulations from the

literature to analyze cryogenic propellant tanks typical of advanced hypersonic vehicles (ref. 14). The

three models are: an unvented tank self-pressurization model using the thermal equilibrium assumption, a
liquid stratification model, and a tank pressurization/venting model. Each of these will be described.

The self-pressurization model was used to examine self-pressurization during a ground hold. The
assumed heat flux was 20 Btu/hr fi2 for both hydrogen and oxygen tanks. The predicted time for the tank

to pressurize from triple point vapor pressure to normal boiling point vapor pressure was 7 hr for hydro-
gen and 83 hr for oxygen. The total liquid volumes were not given, however, it was stated that the initial

fill level was determined such that the final fill level was 100 percent when the triple point liquid ex-
panded to the normal boiling point.

The liquid thermal stratification model utilized boundary layer theory along the walls. The model,

when using a heat flux of 20 Btu/hr ft 2 for the given tank size, indicates that complete stratification of the

liquid occurred after/_bout 1 hr for both hydrogen and oxygen. Tank venting would then be required after

the 1 hr. It is appropriate to mention at this time that Greene has recently modeled liquid stratification for
loading densified propellants also using boundary layer theory (ref. 15).

The tank pressurization/venting model is based on a thermodynamic control volume analysis of the

ullage and its interaction with the liquid. The model is used to predict the pressurant gas required to

maintain constant tank pressure during a simulated transient mission profile of a hypersonic vehicle. The

main conclusion was that the assumed transient heat flux (which was not reported) was too high and that
more boil-off was generated during the mission than was necessary to maintain tank pressure. It was rec-

ommended that a higher fidelity model of the thermal protection system was necessary to provide realis-
tic heat fluxes.

One of the more extensively validated models for predicting pressurant gas requirements is the corre-

lation developed by Epstein and Anderson (ref. 16). This correlation involves dimensionless parameters

and a set of empirical constants derived from experimental data. Van Dresar later improved upon the
model to account for partially expelled tanks and initially warm tank walls (ref. 17). It was noted in this

report that the model was not recommended for use when conditions exist where mass transfer across the

liquid/vapor interface is greater than +25 percent of the pressurant mass. It goes on to state that this con-

dition is known to exist for liquid sloshing and slush hydrogen expulsions.

As one can tell from reviewing the literature search, many different models exist for examining tank
thermodynamics and pressurant gas requirements. Each model has a different degree of complexity and

each has been designed or modified to examine a particular scenario. The modeling approach used in this

research was based upon the work of Van Dresar and Haberbusch, which bounded the expected pressur-
ant gas consumption for flight weight cryogenic tanks (ref. 18). These models were selected out of the
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literaturetobethefoundationof thisresearchbasedupontheirsimplicity,pureness,andtheircapability
toboundtheproblem.

ThetwomodelspresentedbyVanDresarwereanisentropiccompression(ideal)modelandather-
malequilibriummodel.Theidealmodelpredictedthelowerboundpressurantgasrequirementandthe
thermalequilibriummodelpredictedtheupperboundpressurantgasrequirement.Themodelsadvanced
theworkof Moore(ref. 19)byaccommodatinganoncondensiblepressurantgasandpartiallyfilled
tanks.

Symbols

F

h

m

ilqr

O/F

P

P

Q
S

TL

u

V

fill level fraction

enthalpy
mass

mass ratio = model prediction/flight data

oxygen to fuel mass ratio

pressure

partial pressure
heat leak

entropy

temperature of liquid
internal energy
volume

Greek

p density

Subscripts
1 state 1

2 state 2

a vapor or autogenous gas
b noncondensible gas

g pressurant gas
H hydrogen
in inlet

j ullage segment

1 liquid
o outflow

O oxygen
T total or tank

u ullage
v vent

Thermodynamic Models

Two thermodynamic models have been developed to be used as tools for bounding the expected
thermodynamic conditions of densified propellants during the boost-phase of a launch vehicle trajectory

through the atmosphere. These two models are the Isentropic Compression or "Ideal" model and the
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ThermalEquilibriummodel.Eachof thesemodels,aswellasthesolutiontechniquesanddatainputfiles,
will nowbedescribed.

Isentropic Compression Model

The isentropic compression model or "Ideal" model, as it will be referred to throughout the report,
was originally chosen to predict the minimum or lower bound pressurant gas requirements. However,

through the course of this study it was found that under certain conditions this model does not predict the
minimum pressurant gas requirements but rather the maximum. This phenomenon will be discussed in

more detail later. The ideal model that has been developed in this study is capable of simulating both the

pressurization and venting processes with or without liquid expulsion. Previous work (ref. 18) only mod-
eled the pressurization and expulsion process.

Description.--The fundamental thermodynamics behind the ideal model are illustrated in

figures 3(a) and (b) for the pressurization process going from state 1 to state 2 which in this study repre-

sents a one second time interval. The initial state of the liquid is at temperature TL_ and total tank pres-
sure Pj. The initial state of the ullage entropy (SD is also determined from the given tank pressure (P0

and liquid temperature (TLI). The energy from environmental heat leak (Q) is absorbed by the liquid and

the liquid level and liquid temperature rise. The ullage then undergoes an isentropic (constant entropy)
compression to pressure P2. The added pressurant gas enters the tank at a specified pressure (Pi,) and

temperature (Tt,) to fill the void in the ullage as well as the volume of any expelled liquid until the final
tank pressure is met.

Because the transient tank pressure profile in this study is a specified input, the tank must be pressur-
ized or vented at each time step in order to simulate the profile. These transient input data files will be

discussed in more detail later. At each time step during the pressurization process, a new ullage segment

is generated. At each time step during a vent, mass is subtracted from the most recent ullage segment(s)

based on a volume constraint until the tank pressure is met. Because the pressurization and venting proc-

ess is isentropic, the entropies of the newly formed ullage segments, as well as previously formed ullage
segments, must remain constant.

Equations.--The pressurant gas mass for a given time step is then calculated from equation (1).

Equation ( 1) is derived from a total ullage volume balance in which the total ullage volume must equal
the sum of all ullage volume segments plus the added pressurant gas volume. The ullage masses consist
of both vapor and non-condensable components.

mg =p gVT(1-F 2 )-p g E ml'j

j P2,j

(1)

If the pressurant gas mass is calculated to be a negative number then venting must occur. The mass to

be vented is converted to a gas volume based on the density of the gas as calculated from tank pressure

and inlet temperature. The vented volume of gas is then subtracted from the existing ullage segment(s)

until the appropriate amount of gas has been vented. The ullage segments from which the vent gas is sub-

tracted is of the same type as the pressurant gas, either autogenous or noncondensible, depending on
which type is being used at that particular time in the transient launch profile.

Assumptions.--The ideal model assumes that mass and energy transfer at the liquid-vapor interface

can be neglected. The ullage and added pressurant gas are thermally isolated from their surroundings.

Heat exchange between the liquid or ullage gases and the tank wall are also neglected. This assumption is
valid for flight weight tanks with thin walls and low heat capacity (ref. 18). The work associated with

expansion and contraction of the tank walls (because of their "balloon-like" characteristics) during the

pressurization and venting process is also neglected. A conservative analysis of the Centaur stainless
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steelflight tankindicatedthattheamountof workexertedtopressurizethetankto 20psiwaslessthan
2.5percentof theenvironmentalheatleakduringtheboost-phase.

Theidealmodelassumesthatthenoncondensiblepressurantgasis insolublein theliquidandthatthe
potentialandkineticenergyof thepressurantgasenteringthetankisnegligible.It isalsoassumedthat
autogenouspressurantgasisusedduringexpulsions.Theassumptionisvalidfor all vehiclesthatuse
rocketengineswithautogenouspressurantgastap-offs.Thetap-offprovideswarmpressurantgastobe
suppliedtotherespectivepropellanttankfor pressurizationwhiletheengineis operatingandpropellants
arebeingexpelledfromthetanks.Noncondensiblepressurantisassumedtobeusedatall othertimes.

Initial eonditions.--The ideal model initial conditions for the transient launch vehicle simulation are

as follows. The initial liquid thermodynamic state is determined from the specified initial tank pressure

and liquid temperature. The initial ullage is assumed to consist of 100 percent noncondensible gas. The

initial ullage state is determined from an assumed uniform temperature equal to that of the liquid and the

initially specified tank pressure. This additional assumption of a pure noncondensible ullage is valid

based on the inherent ideal model assumption of zero mass and energy transfer across the liquid-vapor

interface. This assumption is also valid from a practical perspective. Loading of densified propellants

that have vapor pressures below one atmosphere must have a noncondensible gas in the ullage to main-
tain total tank pressure at or above one atmosphere for structural and safety purposes. At low vapor pres-

sures a large fraction of the ullage will consist of a noncondensible gas.

Thermal Equilibrium Model

The thermal equilibrium model was originally chosen to predict the maximum or upper bound pres-

surant gas requirements. In general this is the case, but again, conditions were found in this study under

which this model does not predict the maximum pressurant gas requirements but rather the minimum.

The thermal equilibrium model developed in this study is capable of simulating both the pressurization

and venting processes with or without liquid expulsion.

The thermal equilibrium model improves upon previous work (ref. 18) in a very fundamental way.

In this work, the two-component ullage (vapor and noncondensible) is modeled using Dalton's law of

partial pressures. The previous work used the Amagat Law, which models the ullage using partial vol-

umes. The current technique is believed to simulate a more realistic scenario in which vapor is allowed to

migrate across the liquid-vapor interface with changing liquid temperatures and tank pressures.
Description.--The fundamental thermodynamics behind the thermal equilibrium model are illus-

gated in figures 4(a) and (b) for the pressurization process going from state l to state 2 which represents

a one second time interval. The initial liquid fill level is at Ft. The liquid state is determined from total

tank pressure (P0 and temperature (TO. The ullage consists of both vapor and noncondensible compo-

nents also at temperature (T j). The initial state of the vapor component of the ullage is that of saturation

at the temperature TI. The partial pressure of the vapor in the ullage is the saturation pressure (pAl) at

temperature T_. The partial pressure of the noncondensible (pro) in the ullage is determined by subtract-

ing the vapor partial pressure (PAl) from the total tank pressure (P0- The initial state of the noncondensi-

ble component of the ullage is then determined from the temperature (T_) and the partial pressure of the
noncondensible.

In the pressurization process the tank pressure is increased from P1 at state l to P2 at state 2. Pres-

surant gas is added to the tank at pressure (Pin) and temperature (Tin). Environmental heat leak (Q) also

enters the tank. Due to the influx of energy, the liquid level rises to F__and the temperature is raised uni-

formly to T2.

Equations.--The thermal equilibrium model involves solving a set of linear and non-linear algebraic

equations simultaneously. Different sets of equations are solved depending on the process to be modeled.

These processes are: (a) a noncondensible pressurant gas ramp, (b) a noncondensible pressurant gas
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expulsion,(c) anoncondensibleandautogenousvaporvent,(d)anautogenouspressurantgasramp,and
(e)anautogenouspressurantgasexpulsion.

Eachof theseprocessesinvolvesanumberof unknownvariablesthatneedtobesolvedfor, usinga
setof algebraicequations.TableI givesalistof theprocessesmodeled,theunknownvariablesfora
givenprocess,andalistof theequationsusedto solvefortheunknownvariables.Theequationsarenow
described.

Theoverallmassbalanceof thecontrolvolumegoingfromstate1tostate2 isshowninequation(2).
Thecontrolvolumeisjust insidethepropellanttankwall.Theleft-handsideis thesumof theliquid,va-
por,andnoncondensiblemassesatstate1plusthepressurantgasthatentersthetankvolume.Thepres-
surantgasisnoncondensiblefor processesA andB,autogenousfor processesD andE.Theright-hand
sideis thesumof theliquid,vapor,andnoncondensiblemassesplustheexpelledliquidandthevapor
andnoncondensibleventmass.Theventmassesaresetto zerofor processesA, B, D, and E. The liquid
outflow mass is zero for process A, C, and D.

mll +mal +mbl +rap =m12 +ma2 +mb2 +m o +may +ruby (2)

The next equation is a mass balance of just the noncondensible component. The equation comes in

two forms. The first form is equation (3a) which states that the noncondensible ullage mass in state 1
plus any noncondensible pressurant gas added to the tank must equal the noncondensible mass in state 2.

Equation (3a) is used in processes A, B, and C. The second form is used when solving process D and E in

which autogenous pressurant gas is being used. Equation (3b) states that the initial and final mass of non-
condensible remains constant when going from state 1 to state 2.

mbl +rap =mb2 (3a)

mb I = mb2 (3b)

The next equation is an overall energy balance as derived from the first law of thermodynamics for a

control volume and is given in equation (4). The left-hand side of equation (4) gives the liquid, vapor,

and non-condensable gas energy at state 1 plus the energy entering the tank from the pressurant gas and

the environmental heat leak. The right-hand side is the liquid, vapor, and noncondensible gas energy at
state 2 plus the energy of the liquid leaving the control volume. The pressurant gas is noncondensible for

processes A and B, autogenous for processes D and E. The vent masses are set to zero for processes A, B,
D, and E. The liquid outflow mass is zero for process A, C, and D.

mllUll +malual +mblUbl +mphp +Q=ml2ul2 +ma2Ua2 +mb2ub2 +moh o +mavhav +mbvhb v (4)

The next equation is an ullage volume constraint. The ullage volume constraint arises from the as-

sumption of using Dalton's model of partial pressures when the ullage consists of both vapor and non-
condensible components. Equation (5) states that the final volume of the vapor and the final volume of

the noncondensible in state 2 must both equal the total ullage volume. Equation (5) gives the volumes of

each component in state 2 in terms of the final mass of the component divided by their respective ullage

densities. The densities of the components are determined from their respective partial pressures and
temperature at state 2.

ma._ rnb_

Pa 2 Pb 2
(5)
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Thenextequationisatotalvolumeconstraint.Equation(6)statesthattheullagevolume(asrepre-
sentedbythevaporcomponent)plustheliquidvolumemustequalthetotaltankvolume.

ma2 _-m12 =V

P"2 P/2
(6)

The final equation, equation (7), is used in solving process C which is the noncondensible vent. This

equation assumes that the amount of vapor and noncondensible mass that is vented is proportional to the

ratio of vapor partial pressure to total tank pressure at state 2.

mav Pa 2

mav +rob v P,_

(7)

Assumptions.--The fundamental assumption of the thermal equilibrium model is that the tank con-

tents (ullage gases and liquid) are at the same temperature. Thus the system of equations inherently con-

tain mass and energy transfer across the ,liquid-vapor interface. The main assumption made in modeling

the venting process is that the amount of vapor and noncondensible mass that is vented is proportional to

the ratio of vapor partial pressure to total tank pressure at state 2.
The following assumptions apply to the thermal equilibrium model for the same reasons as stated in

the ideal model assumption section. The work associated with expansion and contraction of the tank

walls during the pressurization and venting process is neglected. The thermal equilibrium model assumes

that the noncondensible pressurant gas is insoluble in the liquid and that the potential and kinetic energy
of the pressurant gas entering the tank is negligible. It is also assumed that autogenous pressurant gas is

used during expulsions and noncondensible gas is used at all other times.
Initial Conditions.--The thermal equilibrium model initial conditions for the transient launch vehi-

cle simulation are as follows. The initial liquid thermodynamic state is determined from the specified

initial tank pressure and liquid temperature. The initial ullage is assumed to consist of both vapor and

noncondensible gas components. The initial ullage state is determined from an assumed uniform tem-

perature equal to that of the liquid and the partial pressures of each component as detailed in the model

description section.

Flight Profile Input Data

The thermodynamic models described above were written into a computer program using Fortran 90.

The program is called PRELUDELV for Pressurized Ramp and Expulsion--Lower and Upper Demarca-

tions for Launch Vehicles. The program was written to accept newly created input files generated from

Atlas HAS flight data. Each of the thermodynamic models was then executed separately such that a

change from state one to state two represented a one second interval during the flight.

There were two types of input files; a launch pad hold input file and a launch vehicle profile input

file. The first type was used for the launch pad hold analysis. A launch pad hold example input file is

given in table II using fabricated input data since the actual data used is proprietary. The launch pad hold
input file gives vehicle name, stage description, liquid propellant type, noncondensible pressurant gas

type, tank volume, initial ullage volume, initial bulk liquid temperature, heat leak, and tank pressure

during hold.

The launch vehicle profile input file was used in the transient thermodynamic analyses. An example

of this type of file is shown in table III, again using fabricated input data. The first part of the input file
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givesvehiclename,stagedescription,liquidpropellanttype,noncondensiblepressuranttype,tankvol-
ume,initial ullagevolume,initial bulkliquidtemperature,andpressurantinletpressure.Thenominal
flightullagevolumewasusedastheinitial ullagevolumefor all analyses.Thepressurantinletpressure
wasassumed.Itwaschosentobeapproximately10psihigherthanthemaximumtankpressureseenin
theprofile.Thisassumptionisbasedonthefactthatpressurantgasinletenthalpyisastrongerfunction
of temperaturethanpressure.

Theremainingportionoftheinputfiles involvethetransientinputdata.Thecolumnsof inputdata
are:timeinseconds,tankpressureinpoundspersquareinchabsolute,heatleakinBtu/sec,massoutflow
ratein poundmasspersecond,pressurantgasinlettemperatureindegreesRankine,andthepressurant
gastypeflag(1forautogenousand2 fornoncondensible).Themajorconstraintof thestudywastocon-
ductthethermodynamicanalysesusingthenominalpressureprofilesasrequiredbytheAtlas/Centaur
vehicleduringflight.

Results

The results of this investigation are presented in the following four sections: Launch Pad Hold, Initial
Propellant Temperature Comparisons, Centaur Scenario, and Atlas LOX Tank. The Launch Pad Hold

investigation examined the rate of liquid level rise of the densified propellants once the propellant condi-

tioning ground support equipment was terminated prior to launch. The Initial Propellant Temperature

Comparison used the bounding thermodynamic models to probe the differences between densified pro-

pellants and propellant conditions currently being flown on the Centaur vehicle. Flight data is used to

normalize and compare model results. The Centaur Scenario looked at putting densified propellants on
the Centaur vehicle at the nominal oxidizer to fuel loading ratios and engine mass flow rates. The final

investigation was a comparison between nominal and densified propellant conditions for the Atlas LOX
tank during boost.

Launch Pad Hold

The launch pad hold analysis shows liquid expansion as a function of time after propellant condition-
ing ground support equipment is terminated prior to lift-off. This investigation was conducted for deter-

mining practical hold times once the propellant conditioning equipment has been turned off. This data

does not represent in any way a limitation on launch windows due to propellant conditioning ground sup-
port equipment.

The thermal equilibrium model was used for this analysis. Both the Centaur liquid hydrogen tank and

liquid oxygen tank were investigated. The heat leak for each tank was adjusted slightly from the nominal

heat leak to compensate for the colder propellants. The initial bulk liquid hydrogen temperature was
27.0 °R and for oxygen it was 126.0 °R

The tank pressures were held constant which resulted in a constant venting of the tank as the liquid
expanded. The current launch pad hold tank pressures for the Centaur vehicle were utilized in order to

maintain the structural requirements of the balloon tanks. It is assumed that the ullage initially contains

both helium and hydrogen vapor. The vented mass therefore contains both helium and hydrogen vapor in

proportion to the partial pressures within the ullage.

Figure 5 shows the liquid level and bulk liquid temperature as a function of time for liquid hydrogen

during a launch pad hold after the propellant conditioning equipment has been terminated. The initial fill

level is equal to the Centaur nominal fill level. The figure shows the maximum liquid level allowed in
flight. This maximum liquid level constraint is in place for pressure control reasons.

The analysis indicates that the hydrogen propellant can sit on the vehicle for a little over 10 min

without conditioning. At the 10 min mark, the maximum allowable liquid level at lift-off is reached.
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Figure5 showsthatlaunchingatthisliquidlevelwill resultin reachingthemaximumflight liquid level
for thevehicleattheendof theboost-phase.TheCentaurthenfiresaftertheboost-phaseandliquidlev-
elsbegindecreasingduetopropellantexpulsion.Theliquidhydrogentemperaturerose2.4°Rfrom27to
29.4°Rduringthe10rain.

Figure6showstheCentaurliquidoxygentankduringalaunchpadholdsimulationwithdensified
oxygen.Thisanalysisindicatesthatoxygenconditioningcanbeterminatednearly40minpriorto lift-off
andstill maintainacceptableliquidlevelsforflight.Theliquidtemperatureraised3.5°Rfrom 126to
129.5°Rduringthe40min.

Initial Propellant Temperature Comparisons

The thermodynamic models were used to examine the differences in liquid level, bulk liquid tem-

perature, and pressurant gas consumption as a function of the initial bulk liquid propellant temperature

for the Centaur liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks during the boost-phase and first burn. Centaur

flight data is used to normalize and compare the model results. In this analysis, the liquid expulsion rates

for both the nominal and densified propellants are identical.

The initial bulk liquid temperature was the main parameter to be varied in this analysis. The nominal

Centaur hydrogen propellant temperature was compared to a densified hydrogen propellant temperature

of 27.0 °R. The nominal Centaur oxygen propellant temperature was compared to a densified oxygen

propellant temperature of 126.0 °R. The heat leak into the propellants were adjusted slightly for the

colder propellants. The initial ullage volumes for both nominal and densified propellants were the same.

The initial ullage volumes used were the nominal Centaur ullage levels.

Liquid level.---The first results to be discussed are the predicted changes in liquid level as a function

of initial bulk liquid temperature for the Centaur hydrogen and oxygen tanks during the boost-phase.

These results are presented in tabular form in table IV as the maximum delta liquid level change from the

initial fill level. The results are given for both the ideal model and the thermal equilibrium model.

Examining hydrogen first, the ideal model predicts approximately the same rise in liquid level due to

environmental heat leak for both nominal and densified hydrogen. The liquid level rise for the densified

propellant is slightly less due to the increased liquid thermal mass available for absorbing the heat leak.

The thermal equilibrium model predicts a larger delta rise in fill level (0.8 percent) for the densified

propellant than for the nominal propellant (0.2 percent). The thermal equilibrium model includes liquid
heating from environmental heat leak as well as pressurant gas energy. In the nominal propellant case,

less pressurant gas is required to maintain the pressure profile and thus less energy is imparted to the liq-

uid, which causes the liquid level to rise. In the densified propellant case, more pressurant gas is required

and thus more energy is added to the liquid causing the liquid level to rise more than in the colder case.

More importantly, the maximum predicted delta fill level increase of 0.8 percent is sufficiently under the
maximum allowable fill level delta in the Centaur tank.

The oxygen results are fairly straightforward. The rise in liquid level for both nominal and densified
propellants and for both ideal and thermal equilibrium models is less than 0.1 percent. The predicted liq-

uid level rise for oxygen is also below the maximum allowable fill level delta for the Centaur oxygen
tank.

Liquid temperature .--Liquid temperature predictions at the end of boost-phase and first burn are

presented in table V as a function of nominal and densified propellants for both hydrogen and oxygen.

Also shown is the delta temperature change between the beginning and ending of each particular phase.

The flight data liquid temperature is measured from sensors inside the propellant tank sump regions.

The liquid temperature rise for both nominal and densified hydrogen during the boost-phase, inde-

pendent of model type, remains at or below 1.0 °. This indicates that the densified propellant will essen-

tially remain in its subcooled state during the boost. The ideal model in general predicts the flight data
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betterthanthethermalequilibriummodel.Thisisprimarilyduetoawell-designedullagepressurization
systemusedin theCentaurhydrogentankthatminimizesheattransferattheliquid-vaporinterface.

Theliquidtemperatureriseof hydrogenduringthefirst burnisgreatlyoverpredictedbythethermal
equilibriummodelandis unrealistic.Thisagainisduetotheinherentassumptionsof themodel,which
includecompleteheatandmasstransferbetweentheautogenouspressurantgasandtheliquidthuscaus-
ingincreasedliquidheating.Theidealmodelpredictsthefirst burnflightdataratherwell indicatingal-
mostnodifferencein liquidtemperatureduringthefirst burnbetweenthenominalanddensified
propellantcases.

TheCentauroxygensystemissubmergedpressurizationwithnoncondensiblehelium.Duringthe
boost-phasethemodelsarepredictingbetween_+0.2° forbothnominalanddensifiedcases.Thisindicates
thatthereareinsignificantdifferencesin liquidtemperaturerisebetweennominalanddensifiedpropel-
lants.Theflightdatashowsanincreaseof 0.8°.Thisincreaseisbelievedtobelargerthanthatexperi-
encedbythebulkliquidbecausethemeasurementwasmadeinsidethesump,locatedwithinthethrust
barrel,whichtendstorestrictmixingwith thebulkliquid.

Theliquidtemperatureflightdataduringthefirstburnindicatesa 1.5° decreasein temperature.The
thermalequilibriummodelpredictsa 1.7° decrease.Thisdata,aswellasthepressurantgasdatatobe
presentednext,indicatesthatthethermalequilibriummodelrepresentsthesubmergedpressurantgas
techniquequitewell.In thecaseof thedensifiedoxygenthethermalequilibriummodelshowsa 1.2° in-
crease.Evenso,thedensifiedoxygeningeneralremainsin its subcooledstateduringthefirst burn.

Pressurant gas.--Table VI gives the pressurant gas consumption predictions for Centaur hydrogen
and oxygen tanks. The table compares autogenous and noncondensible pressurant gas consumption for

both nominal and densified propellants. The data is presented in normalized form. The pressurant gas

consumption flight data is used to normalize the model data. The normalization provides a method for
referencing the predicted data to the flight data.

In the case of hydrogen in which ullage pressurization takes place, the ideal model predicts a mini-

mum and the thermal equilibrium model predicts a maximum. In the case of oxygen in which submerged

pressurization takes place, the ideal model actually predicts a maximum and the thermal equilibrium
model predicts the minimum. These phenomena will be discussed later.

In the case of hydrogen, the non-condensable pressurant gas flight data during the boost-phase is in-

terpolated to be 11.7 percent of the difference between the thermal equilibrium and ideal bounding model
predictions. The noncondensible pressurant gas during the first burn is interpolated to be 10.4 percent of

the difference between the bounding models. The autogenous pressurant gas flight data is 20.3 percent of

the difference between the bounding model predictions. These percentages will be referred to as scaling

factors later in the report. The autogenous pressurant gas consumption during the first burn predicted by

the thermal equilibrium model is over-predicted and unrealistic since ullage pressurization is the actual

method. However, it does provide the upper bound and will be used in creating scaling factors for engi-
neering approximations.

The Centaur oxygen pressurant gas consumption predictions during first burn are most interesting.
The thermal equilibrium model actually predicts the minimum consumption at the nominal propellant

temperature (high vapor pressure). The model predicts within 6 percent of the actual flight data. The

thermal equilibrium model represents the Centaur submerged pressurization process, where one would

expect excellent heat transfer between the helium bubbles and the LOX. Interestingly enough, the ther-

mal equilibrium model predicts the maximum pressurant gas consumption at the lower propellant liquid

temperature. This phenomenon is due to the thermal equilibrium model ullage volume constraint.

The thermal equilibrium model ullage volume constraint as given in equation (8) says that the oxygen
vapor and noncondensible helium gas must occupy the same ullage volume. Equation (8) can also be

written in the form given in equation (9) which is also the same as equation (5).

=vb=v,, (8)
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When the liquid temperature is warm, the ullage vapor partial pressure is relatively large compared to

the noncondensible partial pressure. This means that given the same temperature, the oxygen vapor den-

sity is relatively large compared to the helium density. In order for equation (9) to balance, large amounts

of oxygen vapor must be generated for a given amount of injected helium pressurant gas. In the nominal

Centaur oxygen propellant case nearly 98 percent of the pressurant is generated from vaporizing liquid

oxygen and 2 percent is from helium pressurant gas. This is illustrated in figure 7 especially during the
first burn.

When the liquid temperature is colder, the LOX vapor pressure decreases. To maintain tank pressure,

the noncondensible partial pressure becomes relatively large compared to the oxygen vapor partial pres-

sure. This results in a relative increase in helium density and decrease in oxygen vapor density. Thus, for

a given injected amount of helium, less oxygen vapor is generated. In the Centaur oxygen propellant cold

case, the vaporized liquid oxygen is 22 percent of the total pressurant and the helium pressurant gas

makes up 78 percent. This is illustrated in figure 8.

Centaur Scenario

The objective of this analysis is to examine the Centaur vehicle in a realistic boost-phase scenario
involving densified hydrogen and oxygen propellants. The basic assumption of this analysis is that densi-

fied propellants are loaded into the existing Centaur propellant tanks in such a manner as to minimize

operational impact (i.e. maintain nominal O/F and engine flow rates). As in the previous analysis, this

analysis will look at the transient behavior of liquid level, liquid temperature, and pressurant gas con-

sumption during the boost-phase and first burn. The liquid oxygen pressurization will be modeled using
the thermal equilibrium model. The liquid hydrogen pressurization will use the scaling factors as de-

scribed in section 3.2 to interpolate between the two models for estimating pressurant gas consumption.

Propellant Loading

In the densified Centaur scenario the hydrogen tank is loaded with densified hydrogen at 27.0 °R.

This temperature represents a realistic average loading temperature for densified hydrogen. Using the

nominal Centaur propellant-loading ratio, the liquid oxygen can then be densified to 136.3 °R. Loading

the Centaur with densified oxygen and hydrogen at these temperatures and at the nominal Centaur tank

pressures resulted in increasing the propellant mass by 8.9 percent. A "rule-of-thumb" estimate indicates
that an increase in propellant mass of this magnitude would result in a payload increase of approximately

330 lbm (ref. 20).

OfF Loading Sensitivity

In the course of the previous analysis it was discovered that the final loaded liquid oxygen tempera-

ture is very sensitive to the required loading O/F. Figure 9 is a plot of the liquid oxygen temperature as a
function of the oxidizer to fuel loading ratio at the nominal LOX fill level and the maximum allowable

fill level. This plot is for a fixed densified hydrogen loaded mass at 27 °R. The plot indicates that for just

a 0.02 change in the O/F ratio, the required LOX temperature changes 2°R.
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Thehorizontalline in figure9 isthetheoreticalminimumtemperatureof theLOX thatcanbe
achievedusingaLN2normalboilingpointbathoxygensubcooler,whichrepresentsthesimplesttech-
niquefor densifyingoxygen.Duetoenvironmentalheatleakintothetanksandfill linestheactualoxy-
gentemperaturewill beslightlyhigherthanthetheoreticalminimum.Thedensifiedpropellant-loading
ratiofor theCentaurusing27°RhydrogenrequiresadensifiedLOXtemperatureof 136.3°R.In this
scenarioaLOXsubcoolingtechniquethatgoesbelowtheminimumtemperatureobtainablewithaLN2
normalboilingpointbathwill berequiredtoconditionthepropellants.

Thetrade-offin thisscenarioisbetweenvehicleperformanceincreasesandoxygendensification
techniquesimplicity.To maximizevehicleperformanceincreasesattributedto theincreaseddensityof
thepropellants,thehydrogenmustbedensifiedasfaraspossibleandthentheoxygenmustbedensified
to theappropriateoxygen-to-fuelpropellant-loadingratio.Thecurrentscenarioresultsinusinganoxy-
genpropellantconditioningsystemthatcanobtaintemperaturesbelowthenormalboilingpointof liquid
nitrogen.Ontheotherhand,simplifyingtheoxygenconditioningsystemcanbeaccomplishedthrough
theuseof theLN2normalboilingpointbath.However,in orderto maintain the nominal loading O/F ra-

tio the hydrogen cannot be densified to the maximum extent, thus decreasing vehicle performance gains
from the maximum possible.

Flight Profile Thermal Model Results

The nominal tank pressure profiles for both oxygen and hydrogen were maintained for the nominal

mission length through the first burn. The transient profile engine firings were then extended an addi-

tional amount of time at constant levels to consume the additional propellant that was loaded as a result

of the propellant densification. The nominal propellant flow rates of the two RL 10A-4 engines on the
Centaur were maintained.

The results of the analysis are summarized in table VII. The pressurant gas consumption data is nor-

malized by the nominal Centaur flight data for both boost-phase and first burn separately. The thermal

equilibrium model predicts the noncondensible helium pressurant gas requirement using submerged pres-
surization into the densified liquid oxygen during the boost-phase to be 4.4 times the current amount used

on the Centaur and 7.6 times the current amount used during the first burn. The ideal model predicts only

0.6 times for boost-phase and 2.6 times the current amount for first burn. The LOX temperature rise as

predicted by the thermal equilibrium model in this case is 0.3 °R during the boost-phase and 1.0 °R dur-
ing first burn.

The thermal equilibrium model for noncondensible helium pressurization of the hydrogen ullage dur-

ing boost predicts 7.5 times the nominal amount used on the Centaur during the boost-phase and for first
burn ramp pressurization. The ideal model predicts 0.5 and 0.1 times the nominal amount of helium for

boost-phase and first burn, respectively. The scaling factors (generated in section 3.2) of 0.117 during

boost-phase and 0.104 during first burn were used to estimate the actual helium consumption ratios in the

densified Centaur scenario, according to equation (10). The estimated helium consumption during boost
was 1.3 times the nominal Centaur helium consumption during boost-phase and 1.2 times the nominal
amount during first burn.

mr =(scalingfactor)*(mr TE -mr Ideal )+mr Ideal (10)

In the case of autogenous hydrogen ullage pressurization during first burn, the scaling factor is 0.203.

The thermal equilibrium model predicted 6.6 times nominal pressurant required and the ideal model pre-

dicted 0.7 times the nominal required. Using equation (10) the estimated autogenous pressurant gas con-

sumption is 1.9 times the nominal amount currently used on Centaur. The RL10 engines on the Centaur

must be able to provide this additional hydrogen pressurant. Further investigation into the RL10 engine
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capabilitiesfor handlingvehiclerequirementsfor densifiedpropellantssuchasthepreviouslystated
pressurizationflow ratesareclearlyrequiredandareoutof thescopeof thisstudy.

Atlas LOX Tank

The Atlas first stage liquid oxygen tank was also investigated using the bounding thermodynamic

models. Transient input files for densified oxygen and the current flight configuration were executed.

The analysis assumed equal expulsion flow rates for both cases. The analysis is not an "Atlas Scenario"

that adjusts the liquid oxygen tank volume for the densified propellant such that the nominal oxidizer-to-
fuel loading ratio is constant. It is just a comparison between densified oxygen and the nominal liquid

oxygen conditions currently used in flight.

The results of the analysis are shown in table VIII. The pressurant gas consumption is normalized

using the flight data. The liquid temperature rise is given in terms of the delta change from the initial

propellant temperature. The ideal and thermal equilibrium model pressurant gas consumption results

for the nominal propellant case bound the flight data. The thermal equilibrium model predicts 20 percent

more pressurant gas than the ideal for the nominal propellant and over 290 percent for the densified

propellant.

The thermal equilibrium model predicts a smaller rise in liquid temperature over that of the ideal
model for the nominal propellant. This is due to the evaporative cooling effect caused by the vaporization

of the liquid to make up pressurant gas. The ideal model predicts the same liquid temperature rise for

both the nominal and densified propellants. The maximum liquid temperature rise is 5.0 °R as predicted

by the thermal equilibrium model for the densified propellant.

Conclusions

Modified thermodynamic models were developed to bound the expected thermodynamic conditions

of launch vehicle cryogenic propellant tanks during the initial phases of flight. The models were modi-

fied to simulate ramp pressurization, liquid expulsion, and tank venting. The ideal isentropic compression

model was developed to predict minimum pressurant gas requirements. The thermal equilibrium model

was developed to predict the maximum pressurant gas requirements. A thermal equilibrium model modi-

fication, which involved modeling a two-component ullage using partial pressures, led to the discovery of

a situation in which the thermal equilibrium model predicts the minimum pressurant gas requirement and
the ideal model predicts the maximum pressurant gas requirement.

The thermodynamic models were used to examine the bounding thermodynamic conditions of both

densified propellants and the nominal propellants loaded into the Atlas HAS first stage liquid oxygen

tank and Centaur upper stage liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen tanks. The parameters examined during

Atlas boost and Centaur first engine bum phases were liquid temperature, liquid level, and pressurant

gas. The models were also used to conduct a densified propellant Centaur scenario in which densified

hydrogen and oxygen were loaded onto the Centaur at the nominal OfF loading ratio. The following con-

clusions are made with respect to the densified-to-nominal-propellant comparisons.

1. There is no significant difference in the liquid level increases during the boost-phase of flight
between densified and nominal propellants.

This is true independent of the thermodynamic model type and it is also true for both hydrogen and

oxygen propellants. The data shows that the liquid fill level in both the oxygen and hydrogen cases will

not expand during the boost-phase above the maximum allowable fill level. Densified propellants are

feasible to fly, based on expected changes in liquid level during the boost-phase.
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2. Propellanttemperaturechangeduringboost-phaseindicatesthat thereis nota significant
differencebetweendensifiedandnominalpropellants.

Liquid oxygen temperature change results indicate no significant difference between densified and

nominal propellants. Liquid hydrogen temperature changes during boost-phase, indicates a slightly higher
increase for the densified propellant but the magnitude of change is an acceptable one degree. Liquid

oxygen and liquid hydrogen temperature changes during the first burn of the Centaur are also insignifi-

cant assuming the ideal model is valid for simulating liquid heating (i.e., pressurant gas heat transfer to

the liquid is negligible). The flight data does seem to validate the use of the ideal model for liquid tem-

perature change. Thus, for both the boost-phase and Centaur first burn, liquid temperature rise does not
appear to be a significant obstacle for densified propellants.

3. In terms of tank fluid thermodynamics, it appears that pressurant gas requirements are the
critical factor in determining the feasibility of flying with densified propellants.

The Centaur Scenario will be used to discuss pressurant gas requirements. The thermal equilibrium

model was found to accurately predict pressurant gas consumption for submerged pressurization of liquid
oxygen with gaseous helium. The thermal equilibrium model, when used to predict helium pressurant gas
requirements for densified liquid oxygen on the Centaur, resulted in the use of an inordinate amount of

gaseous helium. This leads to the following conclusion.

4. Submerged pressurization of densified oxygen is highly undesirable and should be avoided.

Densified liquid hydrogen pressurant gas consumption, as predicted using the bounding pressurant

gas models and scaled with flight data, indicate that, in general, increases in pressurant gas consumption
will be required for densified liquid hydrogen if the nominal tank pressure profiles must be maintained.

The increase in helium requirements over the nominal amount are estimated to be in the 30 percent range

while autogenous pressurant gas requirements could be in the 300 percent range. Therefore, the follow-
ing conclusion is made.

5. Methods for minimizing pressurant gas consumption should be explored.

One such method is to allow the tank pressure to naturally decay as liquid is being expelled during
the first burn. This option is feasible due to net positive suction pressure (NPSP) available from the sub-

cooled liquid temperatures (i.e., liquid subcooling does not have to come from increasing tank pressures).

Analyses that were conducted involving the loading of densified propellants led to the following

conclusions. The launch pad hold analysis demonstrated the feasibility of terminating the densified pro-

pellant conditioning ground support equipment prior to lift-off. The densified hydrogen propellant tem-
perature and liquid level stay under the maximum limits for approximately 10 rain after GSE termination.

The densified oxygen stays under the maximum limits for nearly 40 rain. It was also determined that the

required temperature of the densified oxygen is very sensitive to selection of the propellant OfF loading

ratio. This leads to the conclusion that OfF loading ratio is a strong driver in determining the liquid oxy-
gen propellant densification equipment selection.

Recommendations

Research has been conducted in which fundamental thermodynamic principals have been applied to a

very practical problem, that of bounding the expected thermodynamic conditions of densified propellants

during the boost-phase of flight. The research has lead to many insightful conclusions, techniques for
bounding thermodynamic conditions that can be used in many other applications, and finally, some rec-
ommendations.

It is recommended that techniques for minimizing pressurant gas consumption for densified propel-

lants be examined. In particular, one scenario to be investigated is that of allowing the Centaur oxygen
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andhydrogentankpressurestodecayduringthefirst burninsteadof maintainingthenominalpressure
levels.It isalsorecommendedthattheCentaurliquidoxygentankswitchfromsubmergedpressurization
toullagepressurizationwhenflyingdensifiedpropellants.

Intermsof modeling,it isrecommendedthatanuncertaintyanalysisbeconductedonthethermody-
namicmodelresults.A sensitivity analysis should also be conducted based on the range of possible input
values. For example, the liquid temperature change during the boost-phase can be determined over the

range of possible environmental heat leak rates. Additional validation of the models using existing test

data should also be accomplished as time permits. Any new and existing pressurization data involving

densified propellants should be collected and compiled into a single database for future reference.
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TABLE I.--THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL PROCESSES.

X = UNKNOWN VARIABLE FOR GIVEN PROCESS

Process Liquid Vapor Noncon Pressure Vapor Noncon Final Equations

mass mass mass gas vent vent temperature

mass mass mass

m42 mo.2 mu,_, mp m_, n%.,, T_

A Noncon ramp x x x x x 2,3a,4,5,6

B Noncon expulsion x x x x x 2,3a,4,5,6

!C Noncon vent x x x x x x 2,4,3a,5,6,7

D Autogenous ramp x x x x 2,3b,4,5,6

E Autogenous expulsion x x x x 2,3b.4,5.6

TABLE II.--LAUNCH PAD HOLD EXAMPLE INPUT FILE

C LAUNCH PAD HOLD

C EXAMPLE FILE

C

VEHICLE NAME

STAGE DESCRIPTION

LIQUID PROPELLANT

NON-CONDENSABLE PRESSURANT

TANK VOLUME

INITIAL ULLAGE VOLUME

INITIAL BULK LIQUID TEMP

HEAT LEAK

TANK PRESSURE DURING HOLD

[FT3]

[FT3]

[R]

BTU/SEC]

[PSIA]

WOLF ONE

SECOND

PH2

HE

600.0

6.0

27.0

5.0

18.0

NASA/CR--2002-210808 18



TABLEIII.-- LAUNCHVEHICLEINPUTFILEEXAMPLEFILE
CLAUNCHVEHICLEINPUTFILE
CEXAMPLEFILE
C
VEHICLENAME
STAGEDESCRIPTION
LIQUIDPROPELLANT
NON-CONDENSABLEPRESSURANT
TANK VOLUME [FT3]

INITIAL ULLAGE VOLUME [FT3]

INITIAL BULK LIQUID TEMP [R]

PRESSURANT INLET PRESSURE [PSIA]

WOLF ONE

SECOND

H2

HE

600.0

6.0

27.0

40.0

TRANSIENT DATA FROM T=0 LIFT-OFF, TIME MUST BE INTEGER

TOTAL TRANSIENT DATA POINTS 18

TIME TANK HEAT MASS GAS PRESSURANT

[SEC] PRESSURE LEAK OUTFLOW TEMPERATURE GAS TYPE,

[PSIA] [BTU/SEC] [LBM/SEC] [R] 1=AUTO, 2=NC

0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00

100.00

110.00

120.00

130.00

140.00

150.00

200.00

250.00

18.00

19.00

20.00

21.00

22.00

23.00

24.00

25,00

25.00

25.00

25.00

24.00

23.00

22.00

21.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

9.0

8.0

7.0

6.0

5.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

0000.0

0000,0

0000,0

0000.0

0000.0

0000.0

0000.0

0000,0

0000.0

0000.0

0000.0

0000.0

0000.0

O(K_.O

0000.0

3.0

3,0

3.0

520.O

540.0

560.0

580.0

600.0

620.0

620.0

620.0

600.0

580.0

560.0

540.0

520.0

520.0

'520.0

520.0

520.0

520.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2,0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
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TABLEIV.--LIQUIDLEVELCHANGESASAFUNCTIONOF
INITIALBULKLIQUIDTEMPERATURECENTAUR

HYDROGENANDOXYGENTANKSDURINGBOOST-PHASE
Initialbulkliquid

temperature
Maximumdeltaliquidlevelchanges

duringboost-phase
Ideal
model

(percentI
HYDROGEN

Nominal 0,6

27.0 °R 0,5

Thermal equilibrium model

(percent)

0,2

0.8

OX'YGEN

Nominal < 0.1 < 0.1

126.0 °R <0.1 <0.1

TABLE V.--LIQUID TEMPERATURE CHANGE AS A FUNCTION OF INITIAL LIQUID
TEMPERATURE CENTAUR HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN TANKS AT END

OF BOOST-PHASE AND FIRST BURN

Initial liquid Liquid temperature Liquid temperature

temperature at end of boost-phase at end of first burn

Ideal model Flight data ] Equilibrium Ideal model Flight data Equilibrium
model model

HYDROGEN AT AT AT AT AT AT

Nominal 0.5 ° 0.8 ° 0.2 ° -0.1 ° 0.0 ° 2.7 °

27.0°R 0.7 ° 1.0 ° 0.0 ° 12.5 °

OXYGEN

Nominal -0.2 ° 0.8 ° 0.2 ° -0.2 ° -1.5 ° -1.7 °

126.0°R 0.2 ° 0.2 ° -0.1 o 1.2 °

TABLE VI.--PRESSURANT GAS CONSUMPTION AS A FUNCTION OF INITIAL LIQUID
TEMPERATURE CENTAUR HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN TANKS AT END OF BOOST-PHASE

AND FIRST BURN NORMALIZED TO NOMINAL CASE FLIGHT DATA

Initial liquid Pressurant gas consumption Pressurant gas consumption

temperature at end of boost-phase at end of first burn

Ideal model Flight data Equilibrium Ideal model Flight data
model

HYDROGEN Auto Non Auto Non Auto Non Auto Non Auto Non

Nominal 0.36 1.0 5.82 0.70 0.38 1.0 1.0

27.0°R 0.36 7.45 0.64 0.38

OXYGEN

Nominal 0.56 1.0 2,22 2.65 1.0

126.0°R 0.56 2,78 2,35

Equilibrium
model

Auto Non

2.18 6.38

6.49 17.75

0.94

7.85
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TABLEVII.--DENSIFIEDPROPELLANTCENTAUR
SCENARIORESULTSSUMMARYRELATIVETO

NOMINALCENTAUROPERATIONS

Oxygen
Heliumpressurantgasratio
Thermalequilibrium
Idealmodel

Boost-phase[ Firstburn

4.4
0.6

7.6
2.6

LiquidtemperatureT.E.Model(R) 136.6 137.6
Hydrogen

Heliumpressurantgasratio
Thermalequilibrium 7.5 7.5
Idealmodel 0.5 0.1

1.3 0.87Scalingfactorprediction
Hydrogenpressurantgasratio
Thermalequilibrium 6.6
Idealmodel 0.7

1.9Scalingfactorprediction

TABLEVIII.--ATLASOXYGENTANKRESULTSSUMMARY
PRESSURANTGASNORMALIZEDTOFLIGHTDATA

Ideal Flight Thermal equilibrium
model data model

Helium pressurant gas ratio
Nominal 0.85 1.0 1.02

126.0 °R 0.77 3.01

Final liquid temperature (A °R)

Nominal 2,9 (a) 1.6

126.0 °R 2.8 5.0

aUnavailable.
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Figure 2.--Densified liquid oxygen properties.
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Figure 3.--Isentropic compression "ideal" model - tank pressurization.
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Figure 4.--Thermal equilibrium model - tank pressurization.
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